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Beliefs of 
the Ethical Movement 

There are statements of belief which are intrinsic 
to ethical humanism. Because these beliefs are more 
on the order of principles rather than catechism, 
they are not specific. While programs of the 
movement may change, without these principles it 
would not be the movement Felix Adler founded in 
1876. 

1. Each and every person has inherent worth. 
An individual has worth just because he or she is 
human. Worth is independent of the idea of value. 
Value is dependent upon the contribution a person 
makes to society while worth exists indepen~ently of 
productivity. The ideas of universal human dignity 
and respect for individual rights logically follow 
from the principle of inherent worth. 

2. Each person is unique. This is a belief that 
every person is different and the development of each 
person is related to nurturing his or her distinct 
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qualities. Maturity is conceived as the awareness 
and utilization of the talents derived from the 
cultivation of that unique personality. 

3. We are responsible to help improve the 
quality of life for ourselves and our fellow 
beings. The Ethical Movement bridges the gap between 
personal and social ethics. It starts from the 
premise that people are social creatures who realize 
their humanity in relation to others. This position 
is distinct from modern individualism and 
contemporary collectivism. It affirms the importance 
of the person and society at the same time. From this 
principle comes Felix Adler's dictum: Act so as to 
elicit the best in others and thereby in one's self. 

4.Ethics is derived from human experience. 
While many religions have traditionally located the 
source of ethics in God-given commandments, the 
Ethical Movement finds its source in the human 
condition. What is good or bad, right or wrong is not 
so because God is the source and sanction of ethics 
but because it fosters the development of what is 
best in life. It is intelligence and feelings which 
are the sources and experience and experimentation 
which are the sanctions. 

5. Life is sacred. Life is a great and mysterious 
gift. It must always be treated with reverence and 
respect, and if it must be taken, it is done so with 
foresight and regret. It is because we understand 
life as sacred that we consider ourselves religious. 
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Ethics and God 

Many kindly people share the belief expressed by a 
Dostoyevsky character who maintained that if there 
were no God, everything would be permitted. Only a 
faith in God keeps humanity in line. Without God 
there would be no ethics, only selfishness and greed. 

Yet the Ethical Movement has established a 
religion based upon the idea of ethics and contends 
that whether or not a person believes in God it is 
possible and desirable to be ethical. How can this 
be? 

Rather than being derived from supernatural 
sources, ethics arises from human experience. In 
order to know if something is good or bad, right or 
wrong, we consul t two facul ties: imagination and 
reason. 

Imagination allows us to project beyond our own 
feelings. Through it we identify with others, feel 
for and with them, share in a sense of solidarity, 
predict consequences. We create the realities that 
extend our private boundaries. 
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It is in the realm of the senses and feelings that 
we learn to care. While we must begin with 
particulars, our imagination broadens our 
sensibilities enough to include others within the 
scope of our concern. Here we experience love. 

The second but no lesser source of ethics is the 
mind. This faculty allows us to choose between 
competing feelings and also enables us to 
discriminate between true feelings and those which 
are distorted or inappropriate. In this education of 
conscience we learn to understand the meaning of 
justice and freedom. In the realm of thought we come 
to know what it is we must do. 

Ethics is a matter of feeling and thought, heart 
and mind, history and experience. By following these 
with great attention our imagination and reason 
compel us to act with loving-kindness. 
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Creation 


Although as humanists we stress ethics as our 
primary concern, it is not our only one. Every 
religion must address itself to how people came to be 
and how they fi t into the scheme of things. 

We generally understand'that it is impossible for 
us to know the first cause of creation or even if the 
universe ever had a beginning. But once the universe 
existed it proceeded according to natural causes. Out 
of the mix of elements has arisen life as we know it, 
life that continues to evolve and will continue to 
evo1ve. 

Human beings are merely one of the multitude of 
life forms; yet we have a special place in nature 
because of the apparently unique qualities of 
self-awareness, reason, and imagination. This has 
given us the power to a1 ter the course of creation. As 
humanists, we recognize that these qualities create 
for us a responsibility that extends beyond our 
private lives, projecting across the boundaries of 
time and space. 

Since we cannot rely upon supernatural 
intervention, we are accountable for our own actions. 
We look within ourselves to help create a "bet ter 
world but do so with the knowledge that we are rooted 
in the natural world and must act within the limits 
this imposes upon us. It is because of the 
interaction of creativity, responsibility, and 
limitations that life becomes meaningful. 
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1The Importance of History 
J 

It has often been noted that those who do not learn 

from history are condemned to repeat its mistakes. 

This does not mean that we will not continue to make 

other mistakes in the future even if we understand 

history. But it does imply that we need not be bound 

on an endless wheel of historical necessity. 


We enter this world midstream in the narrative of 

human history. Although each child is born without 

sin, an infant is not perfect and enters a world 

suffering from previous mistakes. In that way we 

cannot live an ideal life, as we must pay for the 

debts which have been accumulated by our ancestors. 


So some children are born with less than others or 

with nearly nothing at all, some are neglected or 

abused and some are born in lands ravaged by war or 

famine. A child cannot be faulted for its 

inheritance, yet that very same child, as an adult, 

must either do something positive or forever be 

maimed and pass on to others the evils of the world. 


In this way memory is important. Things which are 
painful must be remembered in order to be overcome. 
We cannot do much about making things better if we are .~ 
ignorant of reality. We must look truth in the eye in 
order not to go on being deceived. l 

When we see our past for what it is we can 
transform that legacy into a treasure for the future. 
We must interpret the past, not simply remember it. 
With that new insight we can make the world a better 
place in which to live. 

Consolation 

In traditional societies folktales were told from 
generation to generation. Modern society has lost the 
tribal folkstory but we have our equivalents. 
Families create their own legends. repeating tales of 
growing uP. adventures and t>ersonal epics. 

Everywhere people seek a sense of connection, a 
feeling of continuity between the past and the 
present. While living in the past can prevent living 
in the present, it is also true that without these 
connections we become like words without a story. The 
wonder of memory is its ability to give strength and 
vitality to the present. 

That which provides links to the pas t can be a 
vehicle for solace. In times of distress some people 
suddenly recall long-forgotten memories and are 
linked again to a piece torn loose. 

Since traditional religions provide a setting for 
the repetition of small things by prescribed rituals 
for the bereaved, in ways the mourning process 1s 
facilitated. Those who are not affiliated with such a 
church have a more difficult time in this regard. But 
mourning is made easier if the.present can been s~en 
as valid, rather than as an impediment to the living 
in the here and now. 

There is nothing contradictory about using the 
past to enhance the present. Memory can be enriching 
and is only harmful when it becomes more important 
than the present. When we accept that the past and the 
present are one piece and that who we are today is 
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because of what happened to us yesterday, then we are 
ready to accept tomorrow. 

It is in the structure of our connections that we 
are linked to the past, to others and to ourselves, as 
well as to the passage of time and to eternity. 
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Social Concerns 

Far from being a religion requiring nothing of its 
adherents, ethical humanism makes considerable 
demands. Certain of its beliefs lead inevitably to 
action. First we identify with others and through 
sympathy or empathy experience spiritual pain. Then 
there is the awareness of guiding principles, the 
assessments of situations viewed through those 
principles. Finally steps are taken to make life more 
consistent with those principles. 

While some religions locate their concerns beyond 
this world and wait for God I s will to unfold in 
history, we find ours in this world and take upon 
ourselves the need to shape our own destiny. Since 
the spiritual life is created in the interactions 
between ourselves and others and we hold that each 
person has inherent worth, we are moved from our 
private lives into the public realm of social 
responsibility. 

Good character and right relations between people 
consists of two aspects: love and justice. Love is a 
personal act while justice is communal in nature. 
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Therefore, to improve ethical standards we need to 
alter ourselves in personal relations and to assume 
the task of promoting political and economic systems 
which enhance the dignity and freedom of all human 
beings. 

This broad vision of an ethical ideal is bound to 
social concerns which embrace changes in personal and 
social attitudes, as well as changes in the structure 
of society itself. 

In this way the Ethical Movement is necessarily 
political. It cannot be otherwise. As religious 
humanists, we must care about and for this world and 
all that is in it. 
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Human Nature 

Humanists have been charged with being naive. How, 
after the era of gas chambers and fire bombs, can 
anyone believe that human nature is good? 

If humanism contended that people are basically 
good, then it would be justly charged. But humanism 
does not believe that. Ethical humanism is not the 
converse of fundamentalist religions which hold that 
humanity is born in sin. Rather it recognizes that 
within each person swirls a host of impulses and 
desires, some good and some evil. Hiding beneath the 
cleanest face are treacherous passions and ugly 
thoughts. But there is also faith in the opposite: 
behind the glower of the meanest countenance resides 
a modicum of good. 

Human personality is highly complex. We will never 
understand it fully; no psychology can contain all 
its mysteries. But we have faith that it is possible 
for people to be better than they are now and that we 
can mitigate the destructive. In our personal 
relations and in our institutions, we attempt to 
create an environment which. nourishes rather than 
crushes, which encourages rather than alienates, 
which values integrity, cooperation, self-respect 
and human dignity. 

We do this not because we believe that human 
nature is good but because we believe that it is 
possible for people to be better today than they were 
yesterday. 
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Where Sacred Is 

For secularists nothing is sacred; for mystics, 
everything. Ethical humanists, by contrast, hold 
that holiness is created by the manner in which a 
person meets the world. 

In this way we understand the maxim, "The place 
where people meet to seek the highest is holy 
ground." A place is made holy by the intention of 
people to seek the highest. The quest is not solitary 
but communal. Searching fo~ the best creates 
holiness. 

As we interact with our surrouhdings, we come to 
know the sacred. Life becomes precious as we treat it 
with great care. The earth becomes sacred as we 
relate to it as something to be replenished by our 
efforts. The attitude of respect creates the 
religious dimension. 

In the secular sphere things are used, used up and 
spent. That which is sacred is used, never used up and 
transformed to be returned to again and again. 

Love and respect can never be used up. They are not 
a limited resource but rather expand with use. To 
choose life is to choose love. And in choosing love we 
transform what is before us into its spiritual 
dimensions. Through the experience of love the common 
becomes sacred. 

Holiness is not found somewhere else but right 
here. It is available as we seek it in the spirit of 
.love and respect. 
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Tragedy and Progress 

Accepting neither an unrealistic optimism nor an 
immobilizing pessimism, ethical humanism treats life 
as both tragic and progressive. It is tragic because 
from the moment of birth we move toward death, tragic 
because the more we understand the more we know how 
ignorant we truly are. tragic because every choice we 
make shuts us off from other possibilities. 

Limits are imposed upon us and we must learn to 
distinguish between those which are of our own making 
and those which are beyond our ability to control. 
This is not easy, but it is necessary in order to 
achieve a degree of happiness and satisfaction. 

What makes ethical humanism progressive is the 
conviction that people can learn to differentiate 
between reality and illusion and that such learning 
can lead to action which is beneficial. Anxiety and 
misfortune can be overcome, then transformed into a 
renewed desire to live decently and with joy. 

Without illusions we cannot become disillusioned. 
Not being pessimistic, we avoid the corrosiveness of 
cynicism. Life offers so much that we need not await 
for another life. This earth is the only one and we 
embrace it - faults and all. 
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Enduring Hope 

Ethical humanism is no panacea. For this reason it 
may suffer the fate of relative neglect. 
Reasonableness, tolerance and a willingness to 
compromise are not esteemed by those who want simole 
answers in an ambiguous world. 

Traditional religions offer salves with promises 
of glory. Humanism endorses dignity. It honors the 
integrity of the individual. It does not claim that 
this life is but the anteroom to the real world yet to 
be realized. This life is the real one. While a better 
one may lie in the future, neve r can this one be 
sacrificed for it. What better world there is must be 
achieved in the process of its creation. The present 
moment is precious, al though not perfect. 

Only the most fortunate live in an era where 
choices are strictly between good and evil. Mostly we 
are faced with decisions where even the right choice 
is tinged with wrong. Humanism would betray itself by 
enunciating a code of behavior to be strictly applied 
to ethical living. While this may make humanism less 
appealing than other movements, in the long run it is 
the way of sanity. No genocide, no police state can 
exist where people respect the rights of others and 
themselves. 

Ethical humanism's appeal may be limited by its 
inability to make grand promises and by its emphasis 
upon ethical discipline ar1s1ng from experience 
tempered by lOVing-kindness. While this may 
disappoint some, it is a flame of enduring hope for 
future generations. 
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Ethical Societies are religious and educational fellowships. without creed or theological 
dogma. that unite men and women of many backgrounds in the common questfor the ethical 
life, The aim of an Ethical Society is to be an open and supportive community which inspires 
in its members the vision of an ideal society, Members of Ethical Societies are engaged in a 
cooperative effort to seek the knowledge and skill to be ethical agents in their personal lives 
and in the world. 

For information about Ethical Culture and Ethical Humanist Societies contact: 

Baltimore Long Island Queens 
P,O. Box 4758' 38 Old Country Road c/o Glasser 
Baltimore, MD 21211 Garden Gry, NY 11530 212-07 43rd Avenue 

(516) 741-7304 Bayside. NY 11361 

Bergen Los Angeles Riverdale/Yonkers 
687 Larch Avenue P,O, Box 425 4450 Fieldson Road 
Teaneck, NJ 07666 Resada, CA 91335 Bronx, NY 10471 
(201) 836-5187 (213) 470-2873 (212) 548-4445 

Boston Monmouth San Francisco 
44 Commonwealth Avenue c/o Kurtz c/o Zerkin 
Boston, MA 02116 52 Deerfield La ne 1326 26th Avenue 
(617) 267-2049 Aberdeen, NJ 07747 San Francisco, CA 94122 

Brooklyn New York City St. Louis 
53 Prospect Park West 2 West 64th Street 9001 ClaytOn Road 
Brooklyn, NY 11215 New York, NY 10023 St, Louis, MO 63117 
(718) 768-2972 (212) 874-5210 (314) 991-09Y> 

Chicago Northern Virginia Suffolk 
P,O. Box 868 c/o Bagor P.O. Box 134 
Evanston, IL 60204 1705 Dublin Drive Commack. NY 11725 

Silver Spring, MD 20902 

Essex Northern Westchester Washington, D.C 
516 Prospect Street 108 Pines Bridge Road 7750 16th Street. N.W, 
Maplewood, NJ 07040 Ossing, NY 10562 Washington. D.C 20012 
(201) 763-1905 (914) 941-3544 (202) 882-6650 

Lakeland Philadelphia Westchester 
Box 2174 1906 Rittenhouse Square 7 Saxon Wood Road 
Wayne, NJ 07470 Philadelphia, PA 19103 White Plains, NY 10605 

(215) 735-3456 (914) 948-1120 

For information about becoming a Member-at-Large: 

American Ethical Union 
Deparrment E 
2 West 64th Street 
New York, NY 10023 
(212) 874·5210 


